
I group were not only at the bottom of Table 6. Religious nap ed by ou@ut of earlier time period, which explaiis its 
.j the denominational schools, but were ~ ~ ~ ~ [ ~ ~ $ ~ ~ ~ .  states (sum- low productivity, but broadened '- 

also well below average for all schools training and showed very great pro. 
lied. In only one field, arts and pro- group .. . Rebious ductivity in the later period. 

fessions, were they above the median Highly p&wtive 3) The great upsurge of the Middle 
of all schools. In total productivity, Liberal, secularized Atlantic region, especially New York; *: 

Quaker (Friends) Protestants and they lost some ground over time, their Secularized Jewish Jews and the more moderate gains of the. ,- 
gains in the physical and biological New Ehgland states in the time period ' 

Produefiive sciences being overbalanced by losses Church of the Bmh- libral, 1950 to 1961 are most easily inter-: ,I in the other fields. The Catholic Uni- ren, Evangelical, dissident, nnti- preted as being due to the children and :- :I 
versity of America is very deviantly E- U. Brethren, traditional Prot- grandchildren of impoverished Jewish, -. .T 

Mormon, Reformed estsnts k ,- ';- . ' productive among these schools. This Christian, Reformed . P .<r. immigrants, largely from the easternl;i:.?. 
is due primarily to its exceptional rec- Congregational 4 LC +, c' * id ' 

, 
.? European cultural area, who inundated: 7- ' 

t .*:- . . r. 
,, ..? A 

ord in the arts and professions (theol- 
Fair productiviy .::a 

these regions in the period from 188%-.! .; 
Dgy mostly; also philosophy and lan- P,sbyterian* rdition, fiotu-:Jr) to 1924. The great bulk of American - -).. ': 
pages), and in the early period in Methodist* tan Jews are descendants of these immi-- '"5 . - .  
&he social sciences and education. Baptist* grants (13). :._ -I~*~I- J!:> L -t.y: . ' -+$ 

a Otherwise its record is undistinguished. Low prouuctivity d , 7p.: ; a-x-% - a -+ - r->i- - + , G 1;: A 
The only other Catholic school with SouthemProt- bndamentalist, , . . '  , :tn : . i" 

estant t . I I. . . - . - .  . *  L -% ' 

.* 
conservative Pro' ;, ,..?*y,t high productivity is Gonzaga Univer- Disciples of Christ C - c- . ., . testant - 3 --I-.:' ' + -  .c sity, which is high in the arts and pro- Lutheran 9:. .-: *: 

fessions and, to a lesser extent, in the 
4 --,A, I -  Very low productivity e g r a t e s  all of the data, one->&+: 

:ial sciences. 2 k= Roman Catholic Catholic can infer that certain broad cultural' - 
L,. -- Congregationcu and Jewish. Because influences are sharpened in part ic~lar :~ * Especially Northern wkgegations. t Data these two denominations are repre- for white congregations onk, crpecially M~~~~~~ religious Sects, social C ~ S ~ S ,  and in&-:: , . ' sented by only one school each, enroll- and Baptist congem. vidual families (5 ) ,  and that these 

ing a small fraction of their population, si>y::--?;l:' mF,7ad fluences account, at least in part, for r .  ,/,,+,. 
it is hazardous to draw any conclusions " ""%" " the geographical and baccalaureate in-r - . i r  

-d. d 
from the two schools involved. It might Unitarian scientists as expected from stitutional variations noted 
be noted, however, that the moderately the proportion of Unitarians in the From the reservoir of talent found 
hi& productivity of the one Congrega- U.S. population, far. more than any any sizable population, cultural 
%ma1 school (Drury College), espe- other group. While many of these ences operate to stimulate or 

?l@3& r -  scientists might haveQeqome !Unitarians -. d 
onds with the position of the Con- as adults, and thus c a w  *said to another the capabilities of its members. 

:regational faith in Lehrnan and Witty's have been produced by th%*itarian I suggest that there is a set of cultural 
wly study (I).  In the case of the ethic, it is highly improbaMe9hat vir- values that promote scientific and 

Jewish faith, the great productivity of tually all of them were conferted as scholarly activity and that these are 
Yeshiva in the later period is mirrored adults. Other sltudies (2J, 24), in which found most clearly in those groups 
in certain New York (and possibly the high degree of education of Uni- highest in the production of scientists 

tarians generally and t+ hk$isrkal im- and scholars; these values appear to be 
portance of this religiotas group in such less pronounced in groups of moderate 
New England universities as Harvard productivity, and the antithesis of these 

been considered, indicate that values is found most clearly among 
placement in Table 6 is well justi- those groups who are least productive 

fied. of scientific and scholarly workers 
secularized Jev placed in (30). 

k integrate the relevant research findings the highly productive category on the In Table 7 I show a set of contrast- 
into a rough ordering of denomina- basis of indirect data (16, 25-28) be- ing values which seem to characterize 

productivity. The placement of cause such Jews are n d  identifiable in highly produotive groups on the one 
t groups is rather definite, though most of the baccalaureate data. The hand and unproductive groups on the 

the changes over time noted above sug- following observations are supportive other. Groups of intermediate produc- 
, @st that the Evangelical, Reformed of a high placement for this group: tivity present a more mixed blend of 

and the Mormon groups are less pro 1) A 1969 survey (26) showed that these values, possessing a more moder- 
ductive than formerly, with the Presby Jews now constitute a disproportionate ate view on some values, or a more 
terians more productive. In the analysit percentage of university faculty in the mixed set of values. These values prob- 
of values below, these changes in pro United States. This is more pronounced ably undergird the cognitive and moth 
ductivity are interpreted as being among .the younger faculty than it is vational orientations of the individuals 
bartially reflective of shifts in values. among the old, and is more pronounced involved as they work out their life 

. . Unitarians and secularized Jews are among the prestigious schools. Further, styles and career plans. A discussion of . dilXcult to identify in analyses of this of the 67 Americans who were scien- each of these values may help to clarify 
+ type and their placement in the highly tific Nobel laureates up to 1965, 18 their role in the process. 

. '  
..I - - productive group in Table 6 is based (27 percent) were Jewish (27). Naturalism. The naturalistic assump 
'- c, on somewhat indirect evidence. In their 2) Yeshiva, the only Jewish school tion that the world is governed by law 
L. ' study of 1189 scientists, Lehrnan and in my study (see Table S), was devoted is basic to men's interest in the pro- . L 

=. c Witty ( I )  found 81 times as many primarily to rabbinical training in the cesses which are involved in the opera- 



3. I- . e< @. H 9 , *k44 
associated with hi& or low qroductiod of scholars and scientists. actuated by a love of it and a se 

+ High productivity J+Q-w iHoductiviiy its importance to #the happiness of man- 8 
I kind may consider themselves as work- ,- 
Naturalism. Belief 4 a wodd of order, law, World is ';tiknowable, incomprehensible. 

pattern, meaning Events are capriciod, mysterious, whim- ers together with God." The sense d * . 
sicd personal responsibility extends to the 2 

lntrhic valuation bf learning, knowledge. Suspicion of learning, educathn. Constricted human family far beyond one's own 
TO be learned, F, is highly valued. view of valued-leamine .Anti-intellectual kin. Notions of universal brotherhood , 
Broad conception of valued learning are supportive here. I 

Dignity of  man. Optimism concerning man's Disparagement of man. Man is powerless, 
abiity to discover itruth, accomplish things, at the mercy of fate, d e w ,  luck, In contrast to individual striving is 
change the world, chance. He is &wl, incompetent the view that life is out of one's con- 

Per~onal dedication, Seriousness of p u p ,  Seme 4 Wirectiiok. Must take, enjoy what trol, that what happens to a pemn is .I 
sense of mission, positive mysticism. Long- 
range striving, Ripomibility beyond fam- 

is Loyalty to fmily* kin determined by fate or luck. This leads 4 
iry to a passivity toward the future and j 

Eg~litctrio&m. A ~ $ ~ ~  promotion of muses Authoritarianinn. Reliance on authority. an active interest in using and enjoy- 
to improve status1 of disadvantaged. High Power relations important. Patriarchal ing what is immediately available. b 
status for women, children. Pacifism order: - d e  dominance. Aggressiveness, sponsibility tends to be centered Up-- militarism j 

relatives rather than upon commud . Antitraditional. Not satisfied with established Traditwwl. Past is respected, romanticized. 
ways of doing things. Restless, inquiring Filid piety valtied or humanitarian service. 
spirit I Equalitarianism. There is a strong 

Centered on near fibre. Concerned with this Centered on ~rescnt and distant future- undercument of democratic and equali- 
world. Orientation toward the foreseeable Hope for a better break in the distant tarian ideals shared by the pro~uctiVd futum a- . future, the -next life 

- - .  - ....,,g roups, and a powerful empathy for - 
p&p5 : .-; : ~ ~ - , - i  .-I :TE . -.. - --'. ;the downtrodden and oppressed. Highly 

.. . . . -;' ;( <-&a ). '$3 productive have been in & 
tion of natural phenomena. It under- child is a rational, moral, free being." forefront of humanitarian causes such 
lies the deterministic or causal mode In contrast to this value is a constricted as the abolition of slavery, women's 
of thinking which characterizes science. view of valued learning,. which stresses rights, and the enlightened treatment 

I 
The contrasting alue interprets events the folly of man's understanding. In of the mentally ill, for example (23, r as being beyond' man's understanding, the United States it has been associated 24). Within the family, women and 
a result of capdcious or supernatural with catechistic education, biblical 

Iiteralism, and the anti!intellectualism treatmen 

ters narrowly conceived, but also to discovering 
learning about the physical world, life ing good. It 
processes, and the great diversity of mon concep 

ing from the traditianal knowledge of depravity, his korthlessness, and his this. 
the Torah and Talmud characteristic incompetence in the face of cosmic Antitraditional. The scientific view 
of rabbinical trhning to the broader forces. that no theory is immune from ques- 

around them. . + . Never forget that the communication of tryth, if they are which relies on the faith and efforts of 
I 
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I :;?othersL or which passively hopes for 

/ Heayen in some distant future. 
?n€erestingly, the same groups found 1 : highly productive in this study, or 

groups with a similar cluster of charac- 
teristics have been identilied as highly 
contributive to the economic develop 
ment of society (29). The achieve- 
ment-striving entrepreneur prospers in 
the same cultural soil as the budding 
scientist-scholar. This seems to be true 
not only in Western European civiliza- 
tion but worldwide. The dominant cul- 
tures of Islam and the Orient, possess- 
ing a core of values typical of the low 
producing groups, have resisted both 
science and economic development. 
This is also true of the Latin American 
countries with their traditional Catholic 
values. Pockets of economic growth 
have occurred, according to McClelland 
(29). among the Jains, Parsees, and 
Vaishnava Hindus in India; among re- 
form Catholics in Italy and Mexico; 
and among the Zen Buddhists of the 
Samurai class in Japan, to whom he 
attributes in large part the rise of 
modem industrial Japan. All of these 
groups share values which depart from 
the "low" cluster in the direction of 
the "high" cluster. 

Finally, to show that certain social' 

reductive of scientists and scholarg. 
not imply that these are ''better'@ 

any ultimate sense. It does suggest 
to the extent that scientific-scholarly 
uits are valuable to a society, then 
society should provide the cadi- 

itions which promote such pursuits, 

Data from a wide variety of sources 
. reflect geographical, baccalaureate, 

and social class variations in the pro- 
duction of scientific and scholarly doc- 
tmates in the United States. To a signif- 
i&t extent, these variations are as- 

ted with the kind of religious- 
c group from which such persons 

me. Roman Catholics are extremely 
$ ,. .. low producers of scientists and schol- 
;s  :.,am, but fundamentalistic and tradi- 
7 - "tional Protestant faiths (southern white 
? .. ' tn Protestants, Lutherans) arc also low 
- producers. Liberal Protestant sects, 

such as/Unitarians and Quakers, and 
f . :t secularized Jewish groups are highly 
4 productive, and less liberal faiths are 

- moderately productive. ,,* Variations in productivity are re- 
flective of differences in beliefs and 

~ ~ v - ~ y v a l u e s .  Highly productive groups share 

a certain sert of valuw unproductive 
groups hold the antithesis of these, and 
those groups hbmedhte  in produo 
tivity possess a mixed blend. Tepta- 
tively, the common ,beliefs and value 
systems of high producers seem to 
include naturalism, intrinsic valuation 
of learning and the individual quest 
for truth; emphasis on human dignity, 
goodness, and competence; a life path- 
way of serious dedication, of service 
to humanity, of coatinual striving; 
humanistic equalitaraism; a prag- 
matic search for better ,ways of doing 
things unfettered by traditional re- 
straints; and a focus on the relatively 
immediate, foreseeable future which 
can be affected by personal effort. 

Historically, the scientists (or their 
immediate ancestors) have broken 
away from the traditional orthodoxy, 
broadened certain values, and retained 
others. For example, children of 
Jewish immigrants to the United States 
departed from the traditional ritualism 
of the eastern European Jewish com- 
munity, broadened the old value of 
scriptural erudition to include secular 
learning of all kinds, b t  maintained 
emphasis upod personal striving and 
social responsibility. Also, it appears 

often eF2rge. - b""&gr,&,pb-, 
sizing learning andaad reswbil i ty but 
that such sc iee ts  frequ- depart 
from the parental religious faith (31). 

Psychodynamically, this set of cul- 
tural values produces a petsbn with an 
inquiring cognitive disposition, whose 
duty it is to strive diligently to improve 
the human condition. Given a certain 
level d intelkctual taIent, and culturd 
support in educational, scientific, and 
scholarly institutiodi, youth will fre- 
quently choose careers in scientific and 
scholarly professions. This same cul- 
tural milieu appmntly also produces 
dispropoFtionate numbers of inventors 
and entrepreneurs; bbrically, it pro- 
duced those who actreirateti the indus- 
trial revolution and those who gener- 
ally were responsible for rapid eco- 
nomic growth. 

The data discussed herein extend 
only to about 1960, prior to &he great 
social unrest of the 1960's and early 
1970's. Speculatively, ane might predict 
that productivity will diminish to the 
extent that current social movements 
stressing existential W a y ,  pal  at- 
tainment "now," or pqwer relationships 
are successful in 'pegetrating groups 
which have been highly productive, 
since these emphases undermine long- 
term scholarly striving. - + ' . I  
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agreement may raise similar problems. 
In addition to banning nuclear ex- 

plosions everywhere but underground, 

:ing violations: , - - 
the Limited Test Ban Treaty also pro- 

that would cause "radioactive debris . 
hibits tests under my  circumstances { 

1 in the Family to be present outside the territorial - 1 :I : ,q; +! 
limits" of the nation conducting the 
test. On this ground, sources say, the 

I 
depts, approximately a dozen of the 92 State Department has considered the 
nuclear tests the Soviet Union is known Soviet ventings to be breaches of the 
to have conducted since August 1963 test ban treaty. However, the U.S. at- 
have vented "appreciable" amounts of titude during both the Johnson and 
ra@oactivity,ipto %atmosphere and Nixon a@inistrations has been that 

'-ackoss Sovief mee~ in northern periodic puffs of radioactiv~ty float- 1 
I Europe and the Far East. ing out of the Soviet Union were the 

1 The way the State Department and product of careless testing, not of at- 
i 
1 

thp Soviet embassy in Washington have tempts to evade the treaty. 
treated these venting incidents provides "There has been some disregard for 
an instructive glimpse at the difficulties the letter of the law" on the part of 
involved in enforcing arms control the Soviet Union, an intelligence official 
a reements in general, and test ban who has sewed both administrations 9 
treaties in particular. Critics of the par- said. But, like other sources, he added 
tial ban on underground testing signed that none of the infractions had seemed 
at Moscow in July believe the new serious enough to jeopardize the treaty 

or to warrant public criticism. 
I Detailed information is sketchy, 

partly because the ventings extend over I a long time and memories have faded, 
1 and partly because the State Depart: 

crater and may have violated the Wmitcd 
Utes scale. 

ment and the Atomic Energy cornmi; 
sion, as a matter of policy, do not 
discuss them. It is known, though, that 
they occurred as long ago as 1965 and 
as recently as 1971. Ventings have oc- 
curred at both Soviet nuclear testing 
sites--one at the southern end of the 
arctic island of Novaya Zernlya and 
the other in the central Asian desert 
just south of the city of Semipalatinsk. 
The vented clouds have consisted most- 
ly of radioactive krypton and other 
gases that tend to remain high in the 
atmosphere, although some clouds have 
distributed particulate fallout. In every 
case, the sources say, the overall 
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